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This guide leads you through breathtaking alpine scenery flanked by well-
graded paths and excellent mountain refuges, which are easily accessible
with the excellent network of public transport from major towns such as
Venice, Verona, Munich and Innsbruck.

Any one of these multi-day walks make for a memorable holiday in Italy's
Dolomites. Many walks follow mule-tracks constructed by troops during the
First World War, when Italy fought Austria for possession of summits and
tunnels were hewn through impossible mountain-sides. The routes are
enhanced with explanations of wildlife and flowers. Everything, from a stroll
through woods and meadows to steep rocky zigzag passages and hands-on
clambers, is covered.

This full colour revised edition has a wealth of inspiring photos, detailed
maps, myriad new routes and heaps of practical help on travelling, sleeping
and eating.

Key marketing points
• 28 high quality routes throughout the Dolomites, mainly in the 2-3 day

range, with overnight accommodation, usually in huts, worked into the
route.

• Explores both the remote areas of this beautiful region and the well-
known parts, including many new routes.

• Detailed transport and hut information, outstanding photography and
sketch maps.

About the author
Gillian Price was born in England but moved to Australia when young. After
taking a degree in anthropology and working in adult education, she set off
to travel through Asia and trek the Himalayas. Gillian has steadily explored
the mountain ranges of Italy and brought them to life for visitors in a series
of outstanding guides for Cicerone.
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